We have provided a generalized form of improved estimators by promoting usual estimators included in Lagrangian Katz distribution under a weighted squared error loss. As there are several forms derives of this distribution, the results can be employed for other distributions of this family, as well.
Introduction
presented simultaneous estimators of sample size in binomial distributions similar to the method of Hwang (1982) and Ghost and et al. (1983) . Later, Grevstad (2011) produced the simultaneous estimators of negative binomial distributions parameter s when the success probabilities are known.
Many models have applications in industry and medicine is done by a discrete distribution. (See: Jamkhaneh, and et al (2010)) In this paper we take more general consideration to present an estimator of Lagrangian Katz that dominates the usual estimators. It is obvious that the results provided by this paper could be generalized to other members of Katz subcategory. It is known to characterize the Poisson, negative binomial and binomial distributions. Gathy and Lefèvre (2010) used the Lagrangian Katz family of distributions as a claim frequency model. Lagrangian Katz distribution with parameters > 0 and < 1 has the following probability mass function.
We rewrite the distribution by changing variables ( = / ), as follows
In this case, the expected distribution is equal to ( ) = (1 − ) −1 We can write unbiased estimator as ( (1 − )/ ) = when is known, hence X(1-β)/β is unbiased estimator for A. To find dominate estimator of X(1-β)/β for A is purpose, as
Let = ( 1 , … , ) , ; 1 ≤ ≤ , be independent random variables having Katz distribution with and parameters, for a known and an unknown . We construct estimators which dominate X(1-β)/β for estimating A with following weighted squared error loss function:
Dominance results
Consider the dominate estimator of X(1-β)/β has the following form:
To obtain dominates estimator on X(1-β)/β , we use the difference in risk between X(1-β)/β and X(1-β)/β + g(X), for this purpose, the following lemma will prove to have been in this lemma defines Δ ( ) = ( ) − ( − ) when is a multivariate function, where e i the unit vector is whose th component is 1.
Lemma 2.1. Let X has Lagrangian Katz distribution in (2), then
Proof: To prove the lemma that ( Δ ( )) the obtained traces are as:
by changing variables = + 1,
Now we have:
Now obtain difference risk for estimator (1 − )/ + ( ) and X(1-β)/β, we proved:
Using Lemma (1) we have:
and hence
Now with comparing obtained inequality with the difference inequality
The results are obtained
To get dominate estimator on X(1 − )/β , we change this estimator at first to a fixed point and then to a database points set.
We act follow the same method of Johnson (1987) for this reason, we define:
Also we show the positive part of function c (X) with {c (X)} + .and we define #{ } the cardinality of set A. moreover define N(X) = #{i: X i > λ i }. j is an integer which is attained according to previous data about .
The ways to find dominate estimator
To find dominate estimator, we rebuild and change usual estimator. One the of ways is to shrink the usual estimator toward a fixed point, the other way shift this estimator toward a data-based point.
Dominate estimator related to a fixed point
Theorem 3.1. Let X = (X 1 , … , X m ) t be a vector of impendent random variables whose th component has a Lagrangian Katz distribution with parameters, that is known and ( ) unknown for all i , as = 1, … , and ≥ 3 . Then
Under loss function (5), as
(ii) For fixed nonnegative i :
Proof. See Ghosh and et al. (1983) and Hwang (1982) for details.
Dominate estimator related to a data-based point
To get dominate estimator in this state, we set ( ) as n of order statistic .The next theory will describe dominate estimator on usual estimator by changing each elements of ( ) .
Theorem 3.2.
Let X = (X 1 , … , X m ) t be a vector of independent random variables whose ith component has a Lagrangian Katz distribution with parameters, that is known and ( ) unknown for all i, as = 1, … , and ≥ 4 and 1nm − 3 . Then
. As
Proof. Similar proof of theorem 3.1.
Results
Comparing dominate estimator which obtained of Katz distribution in this paper and obtained estimators by Johnson (1987) for binomial distribution and too Grevstad (2011) corollary in negative binomial distribution, we can reach to this result that if the variable which change Lagrangian Katz distribution to binomial distribution and negative binomial distribution take to dominate estimator of Lagrangian Katz distribution, we can attain to the result of Johnson and Grevstad achieved. We show this as follows. In Katz distribution ( ) = K i 1 β i X i (as for relation (7) 
That similarity results in Johnson (1987) . Also For negative binomial distribution, Lagrangian Katz distribution will change to negative binomial distribution regarding the following qualification: 
That v (X) obtained by Ghosh et al. (1983) for the Poisson distribution.
